
MR#________________ 
Assigned by Purchasing Div.

MODIFICATION (WAIVER) REQUEST 
Requesting Department & Division Contact Name Telephone # 

Department Head Signature Date Original 
RQ # 

Estimated Cost 

$ 

Is this Procurement State or Federally funded?        YES         NO 

Reason for Modification Request: 
Please complete this form and attach all supporting documents.

Give complete, accurate, detailed explanation of your request.  Please be specific. 

Sole Source:  The purchase of a commodity or service from the only known single source. Attach verification. 
Code Provision: 53.50.090 (c) 

Class 2 Emergency:  A circumstance that poses a threat to the health, welfare or safety of the public. 
Code Provision: 53.50.090 (L) 

Rider to Another Contract:  A vendor may extend another government agency’s bid or contract pricing to CBJ.  The 
proposed purchase must meet CBJ purchasing requirements and must have been competitively bid. 
Code Provision: 53.50.090 (f)   Agency: ____________________________   Contract #: ______________________ 

No Substitute:  A request for a specific brand name and model number of a particular item to be purchased.  The item 
must be available from more than one supplier. 

Other:  Clear explanation is required.  Code Provision: (if applicable) _____________________ 
Explanation: 

Approved By: 

____________________________ ___________ 
Purchasing Officer Date 

____________________________ ____________ 
City Manager  Date 

Purchasing Officer Comments: 

Expiration Date: ________________________ 

FY RQ $ Amount PO # Purchasing 
Approval 06/05/22

7-5-2022

23-044

SS Posted 07/05/2022 sls
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Waiver 2522H078 NEWDEAL Airport Runway Solid Deicer -Sodium and Acetate Sodium Formate Blend 
 
Part 4 - Justification:  Provide the following information:  1) Need for construction or services.  2) Reason(s) for agency’s 
inability to conform with standard procurement methods.  3) Statutory or Regulatory authorization (if other than budgetary 
process) for construction or services.  4) Impact on project if waiver is not approved -- explain in detail.  5) Any other 
documentation/ justification the agency feels would be helpful in evaluating the request.  Attach separate page(s) if necessary. 
 

 
 
 

1) Need for construction or services: 
 

The purchase of the NEWDEAL Airport Runway Solid Deicer -Sodium Acetate -Sodum Formate Blend.is 
needed for safe winter airport operations statewide. Statewide, the airports use this product in both pellet 
and brine form to ensure runway safety for the traveling public throughout the winter.  
 
The NEWDEAL product has a unique, proprietary, and custom manufacturing process that blends a70% 
Sodium Foremate and 30% Sodium Acetate ratio of chemical into each pellet, as opposed to other 
manufacturers that create a mixture of Sodium Formate and Sodium Acetate pellets that are mixed 
together to create a blended product. That process can lead to an inconsistent ratio of product when spread 
over a runway.  
 
The NewDeal product has a unique irregular granular shape, with flat disc shapes. This provides a high 
resistance to wind gusts and jet washes and also provides the biggest deicer surface area for contact with 
pavement leading to increased effectiveness and speed of melting, unlike like other products on the market 
that come in round shapes that can separate and/or blow off of runways before they have time to activate.  

 
The NewDeal product is the only solid airfield deicer that has been tested to meet the requirements of both 
SAE Aerospace Material Specification (AMS) 1431, solid standard, and SAE AMS 1435, liquid standard 
for brining, and this product has been proven to be successful in deicing runways in all types of winter 
weather statewide. DOT&PF has made substantial infrastructure purchases with regards to brining for 
spraying on Airport Runways. The airports making the solid deicing materials into a brine, have purchased 
and installed infrastructure consisting of holding tanks, various pumps, valves, hoppers, boilers and cranes. 
The individual cost for a full airport system cost around $160,000 to $200,000 installed.  
 
This brand name product has been specifically requested by DOT&PF’s Maintenance & Operations 
(M&O) in all three regions of Alaska due to their individual experiences and expertise with deicing 
products, this is the only Sodium Acetate / Sodium Formate Blend that they trust for winter airport safety 
for the traveling public. 
 

2) Reason(s) for agency’s inability to conform with standard procurement methods:  
 

New Deal Deicing is the sole manufacturer and distributor of NEWDEAL Airport Runway Deicers - Solid 
(Sodium Acetate /Sodium Formate Blend). Therefor any other solicitation method would result in a delay 
because no other bidder can supply the required product.  

 
3) Statutory or Regulatory authorization (if other than budgetary process) for construction or services: 
 

N/A 
 

4) Impact on project if waiver is not approved -- explain in detail:  
 

If the waiver is not approved, the airports statewide would have further delay in purchasing this 
chemical leading to significant additional costs incurred by missing barge schedules. If barge 
schedules are missed the product will have to be flown into some regional locations, rather than 
truck and barged at a more reasonable shipping rate. If procurement, and delivery are delayed, 
both regional and International Airports could be forced to shut down due to winter travel safety 
concerns. This would result in loss of income and lead to further supply chain issues in both the 
U.S and worldwide. One of the airports that use this product is the Anchorage International 
Airport. This airport is home to hubs for UPS and FedEx, is the 4th busiest cargo airport in the 
world and the second in North America and accounts for 1 in 10 jobs in Anchorage, another is the 
Fairbanks International Airport, that serves more than a million passengers annually and accounts 



for 1 in 20 jobs for a total of 1,900 jobs in Fairbanks. Additionally this product is used at the 
smaller regional airports that move the public and cargo to cities and villages statewide.  
 

5) Any other documentation/ justification the agency feels would be helpful in evaluating the request. 
N/A 



















Written Determination for: 

Waiver 2522H078 Airport Runway Solid Deicer -Sodium Acetate Sodum Formate Blend 

Per DOT&PF Policy and Procedure 10.02.050 Specifying of Brand Name Products. 

POLICY  

Construction contract specifications will not unduly limit the furnishing of products, materials, 
equipment, or processes to those of particular brand names, makes or proprietors. 

PROCEDURE  

Writers and reviewers of construction contract specifications will ensure that the specifications are 
written to permit the use of any product, material, equipment, or process that will perform the required 
function while meeting the standards of quality set for such items in the contract.  

When more than one acceptable product exists, reference to a particular brand name, etc., may be used 
only to establish the standard of quality and will not be used to limit competition among like items. In 
this case, the substitution of an approved equal will be allowed, provided there is no increase in contract 
price. When used in this manner, the brand name product must be accompanied by the salient 
characteristics that describe the minimum performance requirements. Alternate products that satisfy 
the salient characteristics will be considered equal to the specified brand name product.  

The specifications will not restrict any item to be used in the project to that of a particular brand name, 
make, and catalog number or proprietor, unless:  

• the item specified must match an existing item or system to facilitate operation, maintenance or 
continuity; or  

• the item specified is the only one that will perform the required function. 

When only one brand name product will satisfy the state’s needs under one of the conditions above, the 
designer or project manager must prepare a written determination for the contracting officer’s approval 
before advertising. 

 For all state and federal funded projects, the contracting officer is the final approver for a brand name 
product determination request in accordance with 2 AAC 12.100.  

For Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) funded Airport Improvement Projects, contracts specifying 
brand name products is considered a noncompetitive procurement method. Therefore, in addition to 
the contracting officer’s approval, the FAA must approve a brand name product determination before 
advertising. 

As demonstrated in the waiver attachment “M&O Subject Matter Experts Written Testimony” 
NEWDEAL is the only Sodium Formate/Sodium Acetate blend product acceptable to, and specifically 
requested by DOT&PF’s Maintenance & Operations (M&O) Subject Matter Experts (SME) by name 
because, this brand name blended product is the only Sodium Formate/Sodium Acetate blend that 
they trust for winter airport safety for the traveling public in all three regions of Alaska. NEWDEAL is 
the only brand name product that will satisfy the state’s needs for the Sodium Formate/Sodium 
Acetate blend product. 



The NEWDEAL product is the only solid airfield deicer that has been tested to meet the requirements 
of both SAE Aerospace Material Specification (AMS) 1431, solid standard, and SAE AMS 1435, liquid 
standard for brining, and this product has been proven to be successful in deicing runways in all 
types of winter weather statewide. 

This purchase will be made using State Funds therefor, no additional FAA approvals are required.  

 
Chris Hunt  
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